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Online Registration:  Editing Fields and Message Resources  
 
Part 1:  How to Remove a Field from a Screen 

Type 1:  Fields with a gutter 

There are two styles of field presentation and layout used in Online Registration. 

The first type uses the standard <row><column> XML notation, which is visually identifiable 
because Aspen renders the field with a gray “gutter” to the left, in which the field label is 
displayed. 

 

 

To remove one of these fields from the screen, disable the field in the Extended Data Dictionary. 

a. Navigate to District view (or Board view) > Admin > Data Dictionary > Extensions 
b. Find the record for "Online Registration" 
c. Select the Tables side-link 
d. Find the record for "Student Registration"  
e. Select the Fields side-link 
f. Find the field to be altered 

i. In this example, the two Catholic fields that are used only by the Catholic Ontario 
boards 

g. Click into the details of the field 
h. Uncheck the box for "Enabled" 
i. Select Options > Reload Data Dictionary 

 
 These fields will now no-longer show on the screen.  
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Type 2:  Fields without a gutter 

There is a second style of field presentation knows as <row><block>. 

This style is visually identifiable because there is no gutter to the left of the field. Instead, there is 
frequently a long question or other header text to provide parents with more context and 
information than would be possible with a simple field name. 

 

After the Student tab, the 2nd style of XML is used much more frequently. This permits a better 
visual experience for a parent (the field label doesn't wrap inside the gutter if it is very long), but it 
is more complicated to customize. 
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If an entire section is to be removed, the template should be copied and that section commented 
out in the XML. This must be done by someone very familiar with Aspen’s use of template XML. 

If only a single field is to be removed, however, the 2-step method of disabling the field and 
blanking out the message resources can be used. 

NOTE: If a customer wants to remove a field for parents, but leave it enabled for the 
registrar to populate, then the parent-facing template must be copied and edited. Disabling 
in the data dictionary will remove it from both the parent and the registrar screens. 

If only a single field is to be removed, however, the 2-step method of disabling the field and 
blanking out the message resources can be used. 

To blank out the value for a message resource, see the next section below. 

 

Part 2:  Editing a Message Resource 
1. Copy a portion of the text to be changed 

 

2. Navigate to District view (or Board view) > Admin > Message Resources 
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3. Use the built-in filter for Value contains ? (including translations) 

 

4. Paste the copied text 

 

5. Select the record to edit 
[There will be multiple records if additional languages have been loaded, and changes 
should always be made to all languages at the same time.] 
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6. In the case of wanting to entirely remove a field label, the Value field can be blanked out. 
Otherwise, simply edit the wording as desired. 
 

7. After saving, be sure to select Options > Reload Localization Cache or users won't see the 
update 

 

 

Easier editing of a Message Resource with HTML, especially email 
messages 

Some message resources include HTML. One example of this is the table that lists what 
documents a parent is required to present. 

 

 

The HTML for this message resource is stored in key “olrForm.validDocumentsHtmlTable” and is 
rather tedious to edit. 

<span style="font-size:1.3em">When you visit your school to complete this registration, you 
must submit <strong>three (3)</strong> of the following for proof of residency:</span> 
<br/> <table><tbody><tr><td><ul style="margin-left:40px; margin-top:10px;"><li><div 
style="color:#315505; font-size:1.2em;">Title Evidence <strong  ...  
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An easier way to edit this is to use the Email editing tab and field provided in the Online 
Registration > Preferences side-tab in the District (or Board) view. 

 

This field is simply here to facilitate editing message resources that contain HTML code. 

Step 1:  Select the Source button 

Step 2:  Paste the HTML from the message resource 

Step 3:  Select the Source button again to see how it will look to the user 

 

Step 4:  Make your edits 

Step 5:  Select the Source button a final time and copy the modified HTML 
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Step 6:  Paste this into the message resource and save 

Step 7:  Select Options > Reload Localizations Cache 

 

NOTE: If you have multiple languages, the same changes should be done for each language 
message resource. 

 

Finding and editing the email notification message resources 
The email notifications Aspen sends for different events are all stored in message resources. 

They can be found by using the Online Registration Emails filter under the Preferences side-tab. 
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The keys indicate the notification that is sent: 

Key Notification / Event 

olrForm.email.submitConfirmation.parent Message sent to parent/contact after initial 
submission of the registration in the Family Portal 
view. 

olrForm.email.acceptance.parent Message sent to parent/contact when registration is 
accepted 

olrForm.email.denial.parent Message sent to parent/contact when registration is 
denied 

olrForm.email.schoolChange.parent Message sent to parent/contact when the originally 
requested school is changed by a registrar. 

Note: For districts that do central registration where 
the parent/contact is not permitted to select a 
school, selecting a school at the Review phase does 
not send an email message to the parent. 

olrForm.email.schoolChange.registrar Message sent to the designated staff at the new 
school when a registrar at the original school 
determines the student should be attending a 
different school (e.g., based on address of family).  

The body of the email message for each of these keys is, by default, stored in the Value field of the 
message resource. However, it will be easier to edit by cutting (not copying) and pasting the text 
into the Value Long field. 
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If you would like to make an HTML email with rich text and/or images, use the instructions from the 
previous section of this document. The Email editing sub-tab of the Online Registration > 
Preferences detail template is to assist you in making more personalized and district-branded 
messages using a WYSIWYG HTML editor. 

As always, any changes to message resources won’t take effect until the Localization Cache is 
reloaded. 

 

 

 


